Banjo Brothers Pannier
Instructions
For Grocery Pannier (#01080) and Waterproof Pannier (#01110)

Installation

1. The pannier
comes with an
optional dropout
hook, if you have a
rack without an
integral hook.
Attach this dropout
hook where the
lower rack strut is
attached to the bike
frame.

2. Rest the pannier
on the rack. Adjust
the lower strap so
that there is at
least a 1.5” gap to
the rack before the
elastic is
stretched.

3. Attach
lower strap
hook to the
rack or
dropout
hook

4. Pull up on handle
and secure the
upper hooks on the
rack. Adjust
forward or back as
needed for heel
clearance

General comments

• The Waterproof Pannier is made for cycling.

It is not a a kayak or canoe “dry bag”,
and we promise that it will leak if you attempt to use it underwater. Roll the top
over 360 degrees like a lunch bag and cinch the strap snug to keep wind-driven rain
out of the bag. The sealed seams on the liner do the rest.

•The waterproof liner is both removable (for those lucky enough to experience “dry

seasons”), and replaceable if damaged. Just contact customer service for a lowcost replacement. The elastic is also replaceable for either pannier in the event of
damage or loss of strength.

•The maximum capacity for either pannier is about 20 pounds.

They are designed
for commuting and recreational use, not cross-country touring. You don’t have to
baby it, but they aren’t designed for epic tours. Your can be used in rain or shine. If
it gets dirty, clean it with soap and water and air dry. Do not put it in the dryer
unless you want it to melt. Solvents can deteriorate the synthetic fibers. Sustained
exposure to sunlight will also cause some fading and deterioration to all fabrics. We
can’t defeat the laws of chemistry and physics, but we do our best to resist them.
Contact customerservice@banjobrothers.com if you have additional questions

